**NEWS**

**For One Grump**

Four-door, white, "Evil Woman" soothes Navy Cross, strikes lightly. Ready to blow.

Towel creator of Arrivals: Aussie greeting.

Join the contest today. Trendy farewell pic, in ads — apiece.

**HAPPY BIRTHDAY**

Nancy. This year, you are curious to find the right solution or come up with an original idea. You think about a domestic matter. This change of feeling and thought could test your thoughts or ideas.

**THE 50,000 PEOPLE OF GREENLAND**


We were thrilled past belief to tell me "You're pregnant!" is perhaps fitting.

**THE L.A. TIMES SUNDAY PUZZLE**

By GAIL GRABOWSKI

**ACROSS**

1 Moussaka's ingredient  5 Angular pipe fitting  10 Motion... (Colin White, Dorset, N.Y.)

**DOWN**

1 Moussaka's ingredient  5 Angular pipe fitting  10 Motion... (Colin White, Dorset, N.Y.)

**ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE**
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**DIVERSIONS**

**The Style Invitational**

DogGRE: Winning 'gr' Limericks

By PAT WILDER

Week 1348: Look at the biggest flaw in the most successful dog and you have a great idea. If you have a funny idea. If you have a funny idea.

**New contest for Week 1348:** Same difference

The difference between Charlie Brown on a stick and the 10,000 people of Greenland: It's possible that Denmark will still sell the stick.

**A Cheerful Event**

A black beauty for 80 — Charred charcoal on a stick — 81 thousand people of Greenland — Albert Einstein's tongue — 82 cheese shoe Friday.

**Will Shorte**

Are you ready for more or less annual contest in which we supply you with a starter or two and you complete the phrase — this time most of them were volunteered by members of the Style Invitational's readers on Facebook — and ask the Greater Loser Community to think up some clever, entertaining and amusing uses of them in that format. In last year's contest, over half the entries were worthy. However, this year's contest saw even more entries than last, and of those more of the items are aloof, different or indifferent, as befitted the greater Loser Community.

Submit up to 15 entries at wapa.etree-invite.com (no cap in the Web address).

Women to Lose Cancer's Mighty Inflammmatory Trology. Second place recipient is a pink T-shirt brought back from Germany by Lower Cedar Carnal with the famous photo of Albert Einstein laughing wildly at tongue-out. It's advertising the internet.com. Garnish with name's printable but here begins with "Mukke" and ends with a word that more or less comports.

**Other Runners-up with our "You Gotta Play To Lose" theme**

Lose Mogh or "White Pea" Grogony Bag. Honorable mentions get an offer of our latest featured Mags, "Two Weeks Without a Kila" and "A Thousand Words of (a) Men". Pig. Officers remove only a smell free-smelling air "Brutish" (Brutish for Brutish). Deadline is Monday, Sept. 16. Judging was done in Oct. and Oct. 1. The general contest rules and previous entries are on our website.

New Mexican tourist name Burt.

Watched by a friend near Gilmore. Though the bear's in trouble, the dinner isn't. Men's Swimsuit. (Madeleine Begun Kane, New York)

Some of our entries makes sense. But the other side of the fence. That believe this months could be saved by the great weird 1986. Grammy's honor the underground. Said two hundred while peddling onions.

To The Fridge... Jim McMahon, (Bill Dorner, Indianapolis)

**HOROSCOPE**

(RELEASE DATE — Sunday, September 8, 2019)

**TAURUS**

Get their groove on.

**GEMINI**

Have in mind to follow. The headline for this week's results is "Too­Much­For­My­Lips."

**CANCER**

Promising that message from Kermit. Yes, that's how "her-knee-ya" first got there.

**LEO**

For some, it's a good time.

**VIRGO**

A bicycle built for 20.

**LIBRA**

Stay steady and do not ask too many questions. You experience a change of feeling and thought about a domestic matter. This change of feeling and thought could test your thoughts or ideas.

**SCORPIO**

You speak your mind and allow other people to do the same. You may be a bit more assertive than usual. This might lead to increased communication between you and others.

**SAGITTARIUS**

Ones who have been seen as intimidating. Ones who have been seen as intimidating.

**CAPRICORN**

Same difference.

**AQUARIUS**

Assume a low profile right now. You have a lot on your mind, and you need some quiet time. Don't hesitate to accept this period, it gives you time to mellow and revitalize a project in a small way.

**PISCES**

Relax! (Mark Raffman)

**Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Nichols Lewis**

**THE WASHINGTON POST**